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First Defeat Is
Handed Kennedy
s By ARNOLD SAWISLAK
so United Press International
WASIIINGTON (UPI -- John F.
Kennedy's string of charmed victories has ended. For the lock of
a single vote, he has tasted the
bitter defeat that sooner or later
touches every president. .
Kennedy's shaky honeymoon with
the Democratic-controlled but sharply divided Congress ended Friday
night just 61 days after he took ofLir. Defeat of his $1.25 minimum
!lige bill and passage of a $1.15
measure chopped 'olf 3 list of narrowly won tests that started with
his election last November.
Ironically, but perhaps not surprisingly. Kennedy's first defeat as
president came on the same issue

Blast Injures
10 In Bomb
Explosion
By WALTER JACOBSON
CHICAGO (UPS — A blast tore
trough a crowd near North Side
Invern Friday niifht injuring at
least 40 persons. Authorities said
the explosion may have been causst by a bomb
At least five of the injured were
in critical condition.
A police bomb squad was assigninvestigate the blast, which
was traced to the basement of the
Club. The probe was due to
in today.
'Wesley Memorial Hospital of
reported that one person, who
had not bees identified, was killed
in the explosion, but police discounted the report as did authorities at the Cook County morgue.
Blast Shatters Building
ti

The exploaion ripped through the
old three - story brick building
shortly before 11 p. m., hurling
eds of plate glass 30 feet into
street and splintered furnishings. It chewed a 15-foot wide hole
through the floor of the tavern and
a smaller one in the ceiling.
Plaster was shattered on upper
floors, and Assistant Deputy Police Superintendent John Connors
said it was a "miracle" the structure did not collapse.
"I think it was a bomb," Battaliiall Fire Chief Nels Thorson said.
'It must have been a bomb. There
was a powder smell and black
smoke."
Thought Trucks Collided
A man driving two blocks away
said he heard a "terrific crash" and
thought two trucks had collided.
So apparently, did other persons,
for the first telephoned report to
the 35th District police station was
LI* there had been a -truck col!Islam"
Bill Schurnaker, seated at the bar,
said. "1 don't know what happened.
I was knocked off my chair onto
the floor. People were screaming.
I got up and -pulled a friend of
mine out with me as fast as I
could.
"Most of the people- that were
hurt were sitting in booths along
theside of the bar. Men were carrying women out and then the polike came and carried people on
stretchers," he said.
The injured were rushed by ambulances to four hospitals, taxing
emergency facilities.
Thorson said some of the injuis
ed "looked quite bad." The Rev,
Patrick MePolin, police chaplain,
described the scene as one of horror.
'heir face3 were badly injured.
Some had injured feet. One had
a hand blown off." he said.

that provided his last lost battle as
a senator.
But as he did when the same
Republican-Southern Democratic coalition whipped him last summer
on minimurn wages. Kennedy was
expected to fight back.
His Senate supporters pledged to
pass Kennedy's bill and then put
the pressure on the House to accept a -compromiae that would be
close to the President's request.
The White House didn't comment on he vote, Labor Secretary
Arthur Goldberg expressed regret
and called for renewed effort in
the Senate.
The bill that passed the House
would set a $1.15 hourly minimum
wage for 24 million workers now
under the federal wage-hour law
Mot of them already make more
than that. It would provide a $1
minimum wage for fewer than 1.4
million workers in large chain stores
alio are not now covered by the
law. They would not advance to
54.15 and there would be no requirement that they be paid extra
overtime rates for than 40 hours
a week.
Kennedy wants a 25 cent increase
in the present $1 minimum wage,
*read over a 28-month period. He
wants new coverage foo at least
3.7 million workers. These provisions represented substantial r e treat on several fronts from the
administration's original request.
which sought new coverage and a
gradual rise to $1.25 for 4.3 million
workers.

Youth Repays Part
Of Stolen Money
Henry Skinner. 17 year old Negro youth. a junior at Douglas High
School, has admitted spending
$84.67 which he held, as treasurer
of his class. At a hearing held in
the office of Judge Waylon Rayburn
the youth said that, he had spent
the money which was to defray expenses of a junior prom which is
to he held this year, lie and his father repaid $40.00
to the court and agreed to pay the
remainder on April 10 at which
time the case w.II be resolved.
This solution to the case was
agreeable to Professor Miller, principal of the school and representaLves of the clap.

nPierd 1'n-so 1..iernallsoull

MOSCOW flIPS — The Soviet
Union today launched, orbited and
safely returned another "spaceship-satellite," t h e official news
agency Tass reported.
There was immediate speculation in Moscow whether the spaceship carried a man aboard.
The Tass announcement failed to
give the size, weight or cargo of
what it called a "spaceship-satellite."
It said the vehicle landed on
command from the earth in a preselected area of the Soviet Union.
Tass said the entire operation—
launching, orbiting and return to
earth—occurred today. A similar
feat was accomplished March 9
when Spaceship IV safely returned
a dog a n d other animals and
plants.
The March 9 effort with the dog
"Little Blackie" aboard led Soviet
scientists then to declare the achievement had carried -them to the
threshold of manned space flight.
Then, 11 days ago, Premier Nikita S. Khrushchev said in a speech
in Siberia the "time is not far off
when the first spaceship with man
on board will dash into outer
space."
Observers here immediately dubbed the latest ship "the mystery
Sputnik" because of the lack of
dorsails. In the past Russia has announced almost immediately the
size, weight and other information
about its space efforts.
"The fifth Soviet satellite-spaceship was put into orbit around the
earth on March 25, 1961," today's
initial Tass announcement said.
"On the same day the satellitespaceship landed on command from
the earth in a pre-determined area
of the Soviet Union."
This was the briefest communique since the Russians launched
their first space satellite—Sputnik
I—on Oct. 5, 1957.
.Reports that the launching of a
man into space was imminent grew
Increasingly persistent in Moscow
in the last few days.

Noon Time
Services Are
Being Planned

Lube Herndon Is
Placed In Jail

Lawrence Rickert, director Of the
First Methodist Church choir has
arranged for special music for each
services.
WESTERN KENTUCKY — Part- of the noontime
ly cloudy and warmer today and
,Mrs. R. W. Farrell will be the
Sunday. Fair tonight. Windy Sun- organist during the week.
day in southwest. High today lower
Rev. W. E. Mischke. president
60s, low tonight lower 40s.
Temperatures at 5 a. m. (CST).: of the Murray Ministerial AssociaLexington 41, Bowling Green 30, tion has extended an invitation to
London 40, Covington 37, Louis- the public to attend these services
which will be held in the sanctuary
ville 43 and Hopkinsville 31.
of the church. The nursery is locatEvansville. Ind., 34.
ed in the educational building.
Huntington, W. Va., 40.
(Meted Prees Internetleael

or peace in Laos. Secretary of State
Dean Rusk was en route to Bangkok where he will meet for three
days beginning Monday with other
foreign ministers of the eight-na
tion Southeast Asia Treaty Organization (SEATO). The organization
will decide on collective action to
save Laos if the Red advance continues.

By STEWART HENSLEY

By HENRY SHAPIRO

A special series of pre-Easter
services for the people of all churohes is scheduled to begin on Monday at the First Methodist Church.
The services will be held during
Holy Week, March 27 through
March 31 from 12:00 to 12:30.
Lube Herndon has been placed in
The services are under the directhe Calloway County jail for viola- tion of the Murray Ministerial Astion oll a court order directing that sociation,
he stay away from a Murray woman.
Rev. Henry McKenzie, pastor of
Sheriff Cohen Stubblefield pick- the Presbyterian Church will speak
ed up Herndon after having receiv- on "The Way of the Cross" on
ed several telephone calls that Monday. Special music will be furnHerndon was in the vicinity of the ished by Mrs. James Diuguid who
woman's home.
will sing "I Was the Tree" by
Herndon will serve the remlin, O'Hara.
der of his sentence of one year unSpeakers for the remainder of
less other circumstances change the
the week will be Tuesday, Rev. J.
situation.
Herndon and the woman were ar- M. Sykes, pastor of the Lynn rove
rested earlier in the year and sen. and Goshen Methodist Chu hes;
s,
fenced to a year each. They were Wednesday, Rev. J. Howard Ni
pastor of the First Christian
later released.
Church; Thursday, Rev. P. H. Jones,
pastor of the Wayman's Chapel Methodist Church, Friday, Rev. Hoyt
Owen, pastor of the South Pleasant
Grove Methodist Church,

Weather
Report

West Nervously Awaits Reply
Of Russia On Peace Proposal

Russia Fires
Another Rocket

I oiled Prr. Intermotional

Charles Donahue,
Labor Department
aolititor, was Plumbers' rewards chief.
Jerry B. Holleman, assistant
Labor secretary, was Electrical
Workers member and head of
AFL-CIO In Texas.

WASHINGTON WIT —The United States today was drawing its
forces tighter around Laos.
At the same time the Western
world nervously awaited Russia's
reply to a compromise British proposal to end the civil war in Laos.
Officials declined to disclose
specific fleet and air movements
but they acknowledged deployment
of forces throughout the South
China Sea and Gulf of Siam in
Sotitheast Asia. The grim Military
moves emphasized President Kennedy's pledge to save Laos from
conquest by Soviet-backed rebels if
peace efforts fail.

Communist - led Laotian rebels
were reported within a few miles
of the capital city of Vientiane.
Pro-Western Premier Prince Boun
Oum claimed nine new battalions

There still was no hint from
Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchey
as to Whether he would accept the
American-backed British plea for
a cease-fire in the civil war. The
truce would be verified by a three-

Arthur Goldberg, Labor secretary, was the Steelworkers
„1• general counsel.

Nyman Bookbinder, aide to
Commerce secretary, was AFLC 10 legislatis e
representative.

Mrs. Esther Peterson, tabor Department Women's Bureau director, %%BS
union education department official.
LABOR 'EGGHEADS' IN ADMINISTRATION—Kennedy administration appointees from the
...ranks of labor include five 'eggheads" and only one elective official, Jerry R. Holleman
,Of Texas. The "egghead" not shown here is Jack Conway, deputy Housing and Homo
Finance chief, who was a, top aide to UA.W President Walter Reuther.

Memphis Firm Strange Tale Told Of Boy
Low Bidder On Who Died, Then Lived Again
MSC Building

CHICAGO (UN — Doctors have
revealed a strange tale of a boy
who -died," was revived to a comatose state in which he lost his abili' A Memphis, Tennessee construc- ty ta talk and walk, and then retion firm has won the low bid for covered.
construction of a new building on
The boy, aged 2la when he began
the Murray State College campus. a second life, now is 5 years old
The building bid was $1,189,811 and normal in every way, doctors
with the Jsabl. O'Brien & Company said.
of Memphis the successful bidder.
No one can explain how his apThe building will house business parently damaged brain cells were
administration classes and other repaired. His father said it was a
class rooms and will be located miracle.
between the administration buildThe case of little Kemal S. Yon
ing and Wells Hall dormitory.
was revealed in an article writOther bidders were as follows'
ten for the current issue of the
Hartz - Kirkpatrick Construction Journal of the American Medical
Co., Owensboro, $1.235,544.
Association. The article was writSeth E. Giem & Associates, Pa- ten by the boy's father, Dr. M. Keducah, $1,248,535.
mal Yon, and four other University
Robert C. Crouch & Cm, Mem- of Illinois doctors.
phis. $1,276,000.
Yon and his colleagues were on
Clark Construction Co., Owens- the staff of St. Luke's Hospital
boro, $1,299,000.
when Yon's son was confined there
with acute bronchitis on Jan. 3,
1959.
•
Boy Stops Breathing •
Doctors had opened t h e boy's
wind pipe to permit him to breathe.
Kemal was sitting up eating ice
Dr. Hugh L. Oakley, Head of the cream when his hreathing suddenMurray State College Industrial l)' was obstructed and his heart
Arts Department, and G. T. Lilly, stopped.
Associate Professor of Industrial
The heart stopped beating for
Arts, will attend the Kentucky - 5 to 7 minutes, doctors said. StimTennessee Industrial Arts Teacher ulants were injected and doctors
Education Conference to be held at prepared to open his chest to masEast Tennessee State. Colleg e, sage his heart when Inc drug took
Johnson City, Tennessee. March 31 effect arid a feeble heart beat was
and
rid 1. Both Dr. Oakley and detected.
Mr. Li ly will appear on several
Then Kemal went into convulprofessional paneLs at the confer- sions, a sign of possible permanent
ence.
brain damage. He could not see,
Representatives from industrial hear, swallow or feel. There were
arts departments of all Kentucky signs of paralysis and every indicaand Tennessee colleges will be in tion that his brain had stopped
attendance at the conference.
functioning.
ae""
Doctors did not give up. They
lowered the boy's body temperattore to 94 degrees to prevent further brain damage. They injected
a drug to control convulsions and
another drug to reduce brain swellTwo basket ball games will be ing.
Doctors Induce Coughing
played at the Douglas High gym
tonight sponsored by the Ruling
A salt solution dripped into KeStar Lodge No. 51 A&FM.
mal's throat to induce coughing.
The first attraction will be two His arms and legs were exercised
Lodge tearras competing together. to prevent muscle deterioration.
Kemal lay motionless for 10 days.
The second -game pits the Murray
Spitfires with former graduates of Then his ankle moved, then his
Douglas High. The Spitfires are an knee, finally his hip.
Kemal learned to recognize his
independent team.
Lodge members invited the pub- mother again. He laughed and cried.
But he was like a newborn baby
lic to attend.

Two Will Attend
Conference

Games At Douglas
•
Set For Tonight

learning again the sounds and
sights he once knew well
He learned again to crawl, to
grasp, to bit, finally to walk and
run.
Today, tests show that Kemal is
just like any other boy his age.
There is no evidence of the ordeal
he went through two years ago.
"We thought we ought to report
it." his father said, -because It
shows you should neser give up
hope."

VIENTIANE, Laos MPS — Communist troops including North
Viet Nam were reported Sunday
to have captured the town of
Kham Kuet in a move that vir;•
ually splits Laos in two.

Dean Rusk

Kham Kuiat, 145 miles east of
Nheteiaae..le 11% ties narrow waist
of the jungle kingdom where Laos
is only about 75 rmles wide between Communist North V l• t
Nam and Thailand.
Official Laotian sources admitted Kham Kuet probab:y was lost.
U. S. mil.tary observers said the
royal garrison pulled out of the
town three days ago. The military
radio there went dead then.
Western military observers sad
confirmation of the capture would
lend support to charges by the
Vientiane government the communist troops from North Viet
Nam had invaded central Laos in
force.

from Red North Viet Nam had
been thrown Into th e fighting
against his forces. He appealed for
more American military aid to
stem the advancing rebels, heavily
supplied by a Russian airlift of
more than 50 tons per day.

Military
lAction Being
Considered

nation commission and followed by
Dr. Max Sadove, head of anes- an international conference to work
thesiology at the University of Il- out a political solution.
linois Hospitals, said none of the
Refuse To Speculate
doctors would take any credit for
Kemal's recovery.
American officials refused to
"You couldn't credit any human predict Khrushchey's response but
for this sequence of events," Sa- British authorities were somewhat
optimistic. Foreign Secretary Lord
dove said.
"People don't make miracles." Home said he thought chances were
good that the Russian reply would
be favorable. He said that the new
Western proposal was "very close
to the line which the Russians
themselves have suggested."

Ronnie Moubray Is
"Trainee Of The Day"
FORT KNOX, Ky. — Private Ronnie L. Moubray, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Eulice Moubray, 208 South
16th Street, Murray, Ky., has been
selected "Trainee of the Day" by
the Third Training Regiment here
at the United States Army Training Center. Armor (USAT(.'A).

Kennedy Friday gained the powerful support of neutralist Indian
Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru
in his efforts to win Kremlin acceptance of a truce in Laos. Nehru,
in response to a bid from Kenntscly,
said he would do everything he
could in the matter.

India is one of the three members of the old International Control Commission created at the
Geneva conference of 1954 to police the independence of the new
Indochinese states, including Laos.
This commission, of which Capada
and Polarril ate the other two
A 1959 graduate of the Murray members, is t h e group Britain
Training School, Pvt. Moubray en- would revive to inspect and verify
tered the Army January 30, 1961. the proposed cease-fire in Laos.
lie is currently undergoing basic
Near Future Critical
combat arming with "A" Company,
6th Battalion, here at the Third
U.S. officials said the next few
Regiment.
days would be critical ip determining whether there is to be war
Pvt. Moubray's selection, on
March 22. was based on his outstanding appearance. soldierly bearing, and knowledge of various military subjects. He was congratulated
by the regimental commander, Colonel Henry Frankel.

BANGKOK iIIPT — The eight members of SEATO have agreed to consider military action in Laos if the
Communists reject a cease fire by
the time the SEATO foreign ministers meet here Monday.
Reliable sources said today this
had been Made clear to Russia in
last week's British proposal for an
immediate cease fire but that the
SEATO members expressed hope
military intervention would not he
necessary.
The members of SEATO are the
I. nited States, Britain, France. New
Zealand. Australia, the Philippines,
Pakistan and Thailand.
SEATO military advisers who met
here for three days this week were
understood to have prepared several plans which the foreign ministers could adopt in connection with
the Laotian crisis — from increased
military assistance to the Laotian
government , to the actual sending
in of SEATO armed forces,
There still was a'.me doubt here
that the Russians and the Chinese
Communists would be able to coordinate their positions and reach
an agreement on a cease fire by
Mehday. However. with previous
Communist suggestions for an international' conference to a e t t-le
Laos' future and Western diplomats were hopeful of Communist
acceptance.
Iiiplomatic sources in Bangkok
expressed belief the council of ministers meeting here Monday would
not take immediate action on Laos
despite their decision to consider
military' action.

Revival Begins
Sunday, Tabernacle

IN LOUISVILLE
NOW YOU KNOW
Manning Stewart is in Louisville
to attend the Kentucky JeffersonJackson Day dinner-at State Fairgrounds Saturday when Vice-President Lyndon Johnson will speak.
Mr. Stewart also will visit his brother Judge Zeta A. Stewart and
family in Frankfort.

By United Press International
Lafayette was 19 years old when
Congress passed a resolution We
1777 accepting his services in the
Revolutionary War and awarding
him the rank and commission of
Major general of the United States.

A revival will begin Sunday at
the Chestnut Street Tabernacle with
Rev, and Mrs. Harold Whitne y.
There will be services each night
at 7:30 p. m. except Saturday.
The Pastor, S. D. Vaughn extends
to everyone a cordial invitation to
ach service.

Sa4turday, March 25, Is The Final Day To Reg,ister If You Wish To Vote In The Primary Election; Registe Today!
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Providence Faces St.
in Sharp Contrast
By TIM MORIARTY
tufted Prow tottemateuassl

20 Years Ago This Week
Ledger & 'Times File
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proshiction of the Murray Slate Theatre, according to
Prof. J. C. Berssenbrugge, dramatics instructor.
-• •
Mrs. I.ee Herndon died this morning at her home on
Alum route one. Her death was caused from complications following an illness of six months.
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CHEAP PUBLICITY
LAST
•
while the belituver investigation of the
drug industry was under way a trade publication, "Printer's Ink," published a series of articles which gave editors, publishers and advertising executives throughout
YEAR

the country an idea of how costly the probe would be to
them through limited expenditures for advertising by the

Rudy Hendon was elected presiglent of the Calloway
County Farm Bureau at "a banquet meeting in the NsLionel Hotel Tuesday night. Eighty-eight perSons.attend-

LULLABIES, NOW - singer
Gisele MacKenzie, 33, taps
on the glass' to say hello to
• her first child, MacKenzie
Duffy Shuttleworth, In a
Hollywood hospital. Husband
Is Robert Shuttleworth, her
business manager.

drug industry.
Of course. this was an angle to Congressional lovestigglipos in which the general pnblie TS nol interested,
but %%lien we consider NOW advertising in the United
States has done for our standard of living it should cause
those engaged in this business to go slow hi giving the
Kefauver-type politician so much free publicity wInn
it is damaging to their own welfare, unless they are convinced it will result in a great deal of good to the public..
In his weekly CO11111111 releasesl to all Tennessee newspapers Senator Kefanver says the recent conviction of
our largest eleetrical appliance manufacexecutives

of

turers will mean a great deal to Tennesseans and, ho
says, the suit Attornty General Rob4r1 Kennedy is instituting on behalf of TVA will accomplish still more good.
Welt if we consider what the drug industry probe
has done to the advertising industry. or if we compare
general electrical appliance advertising all, over the tn.a..year, ago._ we may. begin:
.. ited
4t_te...1..,With what it .Wai
110iug
something the !V•••inetly Administration ,hasn't
acenmplished, and that is to begin fizatiug sonic of the
causes of the recession winch will prove so expensivelo

30 Years Ago This Week
Ledger & Times File
J. H. Perry, Kirksey blacksmith, has an almost perfect "natural" of a snake climbing around. a staff in the
form of an unusual walking cane. The cane was formed
by wild honeysuckle grOWing around a birch bush and
clinking the plant until it formed an almost perfect spiral
of outcropping.
The Calloway County High School track meet- will
be held April 1st at the school's athletic field. Seven.
comity high schools will participate in the meet.
F. It. Rogers, young Baptist minister of the county,
is the proud possessor of a copy of the minutes of the
Blood River Association of 1871. It is one of the most
veined records of the early church history of Westeou
It
Mrs. Jane .Cahe a former resident of Murray,-died at
the home of her daughter, Mrs. John Parks. in Mayfield.
Other -survivurs are a daughter. Mrs. W. A. Palmer, and
two sons, A. and Ohms Cain, all of the county, and three
other children.

APRIL IN PARIS-Pretty Maximo Wirtz, 19, University of
North Dakota freshman, la
getting a three-week trip to
Europe with her mother,
thanks to a serviceman she
never met. Army 8p/4c CurYin G. O'Reilly, 19, Sioux
Falls, S.D., entered her photo
in a USO-sponsored "Sweetheart of Europe" contest,
and the photo won, thus the
trip• She's from Mandan el-Ti•

American taxpayers.
There is nothing on earth that means more to business..and gives more jobs to more people, than confidence. And that's the one Ihnor the Kennedy Administration, through the assistanee of Senators like Estes
.Kefauver. has done most ti destroy.

Attorney General Robert Kennedy now says he in- SATURDAY teiels.to investigate prices of milk. meat. and several
VARSITY: "Natchez Trace." feaother neeessities of afe. and Senator Ketaiiv#•r says elec- ture 78 minutes, starts at 1:00.
trical appliances and services have been cut at least 30 3:56. 6:55 and 930.
per coot Slier(' roliVietiOn of tlialitiftietilrers..
"Country Music Jubilee," feature
The Attorney General also sail this past week that 84 minutes, starts at 2:32, 5:31.
strict enforcement of civil rights laws will receive his and 8:30.
atteiition and that state and local :governments will be
"given the epportimity to co4erate with him" before
he undertakes to prove to them that their laws and
statutes are no giant when they conflict with the Warren Court -law of the land."

•
CAPITOL: "Psycho," feature 109
minutes ,starts at I04. 305, 5:06,
7:07, and 9.08.

•

Another development this past AA iiek-end Was IttiCof re:
.•;Intions by th•• Tennessee Medical Association MURRAY DRIVE-IN: "Day ,-f
against medical aid to persons over 4i5 through the sIO- the Badmen." feature 81 minutestarts at 6.45. 9:16. Plus "Bolacial Security System, and
ig,,11•11s denouncement of
bikins," feature 90 minutes, starts
Seeretar
Abraham Ribiceff for claiming Sunday the at 7:36.
Keimedy plan caneut be classified as "socialized medi- SUNDAY cine."
Liberal democrats whu belif•ve the hest way to end VARSITY: .•Midnight Lace." feature 106 minutes. starts at 1:33.
the rf.ce4t4iiiii. and increase our econoniii• growth, is to
3:55. 6:17. and 8:39. "Patterson vs
destroy cenfideike in our private enterprise system are Johansson Fight
Films," 18 mass,
pointieg Ii. the New• I)••al Administration of the late starts at 1:03, 3:25, 5:47, 8:03 and
Franklin I). Heo.etelt and giving it credit for eiirlese our 10:30.
•
economic ills .during the Great lig•pressien.
MURRAY DRIVE-IN: Alfred
uliuj
Of- ctiurse_it
nothieg of the sir(. It did th•• exacti
Hitchcock's "Vertigo?, feature 127
opposite. It pre‘i•nted reeo‘ery iii this ellinitry foie eceell
minutes, starts at 7:15 and 9:45.
emirs after it toek
hirflpe. Al il
otithrellik
'111 ar Tete. ...ee en years
the NeW flea Itogekt
oyer met plunged le. into ii sex elity
dellar peace!inie debt. tie -dill Jim' allitoet es nosily uneniteloyed as
e had WI NIgireli
the Im, ligmeetelt
nines/II-

!.age

at

miforld

Eteii i t reeuilent liseingely
eingi American ;holesry lieud- Ii, itiseel ninety billion ;lettere ill sleet
liviehiney to peoeelo eow job., but out
Murray Merchants League
of !Weide-Wel hies342-61
ages he tee- alread
sold to Congreee,he ha-dit eve n
Kengas
75 37
mei/vett-11 that Iliese investiii•oit
Ii.. ilia& pes,lide bv Purdom &
681 431
Thurman
icreasing ridieulous glehreeigillen dednetiotie foil into American La Pipeline
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Ohio State Makes Defense Of
Crown And Win Streak Tonight
35-20 advantage at the intermission, and the closest Utah came in
the second half was ten points. in*

By DON SWANSON
NEW YORK We - Providence
Culled Press International
College and St. Louis University,
two teams with sharply contrasting
KANSAS CITY, Mo. IliPit — Destyles, collide today in the final ol fending National Champion
the National Invitation Basketball State, riding the crest of a 32-game
Tournament.
winning streak, meets mighty Cincinnati tonight for the 1961 NCAA
The ball-hawking Billlitens were
basketball title.
two-point favorites to turn back
the flashy Friars from Providence,
Ohio State advanced with a 95who feature a fast-breaking attack 69 win over St. Joseph's of Philabuilt around a pair of hot-shot delphia, Pa., and Cincinnati walguards - Vinnie Ernst and John loped Utah, 82-67, in Friday night's
Egan.
semifinals.

orird

ed.
J. M. Thomas, editor and publisher of the Melia
--Tennessee Star, sustained a fractured rib and cuts about
the face in an auto accident- Wednekday afternoon. Faulty
steering mechanism caused Thotnas' car to _emash into
a creek bank.
The official naming of the board of directors of the
Calloway Comity Vegetable Growers Association and final ptans fur the tomato sector have been made, according to W. H. Brooks, vice-president. More than 90 acres
of tomatoes have been signed up.
Miss Nancy Norris of Guthrie, Kentucky, has been
elected Football Queen by the Thoroughbreds of Murray
State College. A Junior at Murray State, Mies Norris was
crowned queen at the annual football dance here March
21.

MARCH 25, 1941#1

SATURDAY

The game will be nationally,
televised (NBC; from Madison
Square Garden, starting at 4 p.m.
EST.

Cincinnati recorded its win despite a 25-point performance by
Utah's Billy McGill. But McGill
did not get enough help from his
mates - forward Rick Ruffen being the only other Redskin in
double figures with 14 points.

Bouldin lead Cincinnati with 21
points and Paul Hogue scored 18.
Wiesenhahn tallied 14 and TOfe
Yates 13 for the Bearcats, wTh:;
Ohio State Coach Fred Taylor
outahot Utah 50.8 per cent to 40.3
attributed his team's latest victory
per cent.
to a fast break offense, a strong
second half defense, and Jerry
Lucas,
/
tife4,,
Good Night for Lucas

St. Louis won the NIT behind
Easy Ed Macauley in 1948 but got
into this year's tournament on a
"Jerry had a wonderful night,"
pass when Bradley, which defeated
Providence in the 1960 final, turn- Taylor said. "He seems to be back
ed down an invitation to defend its in form as a foul shooter, He seemed to be under par last week.
title.
Statistics showed he made ten of
The current Billikens play a 11 shots from the field which must
"California" man-to-man defense lee his best night of the season."
that keeps constant pressure on
Lucas scored 29 points, but three
their rivals and are deliberate but
dangerous marksmen once they get Ohio State teammates joined him
in double figures as the Big Ten
their hands on the ball.
conference champions sank 63.9
Providence, on the other hand, per cent from the field.
uses a wide-open, hard-driving ofLarry Siegried had 21 points,
fense and a modified "Chinese"
zone defense, which keeps Egan Melvyn Nowell 15, and John Have
and Ernst floating up front while licek II for the Buckeyes.
The best point producer for St.
the other three Friars play manJoseph's, and the only Pennsylto-man.
vanian to hit with any consistency,
Egan and Ernst accounted for all was 6-8 center Vincent Kempton
the Friars' 15 points in overtime who had 18 points.
against Holy Cress in Thursday
St. Joseph's Fades
night's semifinals. They rank as
two- of the most exciting "littlg
St Joseph's started o f f fast,
men" to compete in the NIT M
trVine a 5-0 lead in the first
many years.
three minutes and 46 seconds of
In today's consolation game, play. But then Lucas went to work
Holy Cross plays Dayton, which and scored five points in the next
bowed to St. Louis, 87-60, Thurs- 72 seconds. Nowell hit a jump shut
day night.
from the side, and Ohio State was
sailing toward its 27th wiN of the
season and its 32nd in ar row dating back through the 1959-60
campaign.
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hopeful
a
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for
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knew
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to marry hum I
furs and
her chin and a certain gleam wearing expensive
was Wally Googins I loved." I to
a I jewelry," she had said, and
companion,
Her
eyes.
her
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last
words
She went on haltingly. "Oh,
:sweet-faced girl of twenty-two.' there were quite • few
summer was so ghastly. Wally
from about how impressionable jurors
red-eyed
suspiciously
waa
all
stayed away. Then during
are. "If you want your money
the time he was in Canada he weepingEleanor's hand. back, you should look as it you
squeezed
Jesse
where
never even let me know
Having tried everything else, really need it."
Hope had
he was. When he came home
now tried the long view, "We get you," Mrs
she
fighting
he just said he'd been
perspective. "We nodded. "Poor and hungry."
historical
the
himself all the time."
Min. Green had hurried back
must just be calm, dear." she
"I wonder what he meant by
through the to her office, and it was while
"All
Eleanor.
told
her.
that?" Al Bonelli asked
over their
ages women have suffered with the girls lingered
-He meant he didn't know
They coffee that Jane had taken I.
follies.
their
for
men
their
me
wlu ther he ought to see
And intro- i
have had to bind up their over the meeting.
again. He didn't know for sure
home duced tier idea.
them
bring
and
wounds
whether he had the right."
"It's really a shame Gertrude
and comfort them as best they
"Did he my that -- really?''
great had to rush to an appointment,
the
of
one
It's
could.
long
Al was thoughtful for •
she began, knowing full well
themes of literature."
moment. -The poor guy:"
don't let that Gertrude would turn pule
they
if
what
"But
says
he
''Now that he's back
pie at what she was about to
me bring Wally home?"
he's positive -he wants to get
reason' say.
a
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question
The
trial."
married right after the
Picking her words carefully,
one, and Jane decided not
ac"Even - even if well, y o u ahle
directly. "Let she gave the members an
answering
try
t.0
to
how
law
know.'" Al didn't knove
defeatist," she said. count of her reading in the
be
not
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imposare
she casualask it: some things
"Let's not underestimate the school library. Then
had noted
sible to put just right. To his
sixteen -ah. fifteen- ly observed that she
of
power
saw
suddenly
detail
amazement, he
working toward a a perfectly remarkable
all
women
was
he
Wally in a new light:
in her research.
goal."
common
tell
he
"Did
almost on his side.
"I observed again and again."
"I'm terrified your idea won't
you the whole story about the
that witnesses who
Eleanor said. "Isn't she said
k"
or
w
stock?"
Canadian Countess
some way the district at- cannot be heard well cannot
there
"he
Eleanor.
"Oh," cried
really be effective. In other
torney can meke you talk?''
swears that everything will be
well all talk. dear," Jane words, they cannot really harm
"Oh.
management
-new
all right now
assured her. "It's just that the defendant."
or something. He keeps saying
Piquing the girls' curiosity.
there's no way to force the jury
every
that
but
its solid now,
Aware*
she had gone on calmly enough.
to
Eleanor.
Clearly,
day counts."
Arriving at the door of the despite her fluttering emotions.
youngest and prettiest of his
ourtroom itself, the two Paused "Female voices," she had noted.
as
Wally,
in
believed
victims.
get their bearings The Gold - "are particularly hard to hear
they all had. "What can I dot" o
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that
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mary sources, and in the few
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read miles of teatimony of
interrupted.
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behind Jane.
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the
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there witnesses said that. was
Girls seated herself, exchanged as she pet her hand to
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plete serenity would not come. sumed her seat.
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Cincinnati was behind twice In
its game with Utah. 2-0 and 8-6,
but caught up on two free throws
by Bob Wiesenhahn a n d went
ahead on a corner shot by Carl
Bouldin with 1535 remaining in
the half. The Bearcats enjoyed a
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• DIRECTORY
ADDING MACHINES
AND TYPEWRITERS

MENS CLOTHING
Graham-Jackson

PL 3-3234

Sales Si Service
IfIger & Times

.. PL 3-1916

AUCTIONEER

OFFICE SUPPLIES
Ledger & Times

PL 3-1918

PL 3-4981

Bert Parrish

OIL DISTRIBUTORS

(1111111111

TOOL

THEATRE

r

RENTAL

Ky. Lake Oil Co. .... PL 3-1823
BUbrey's
PL 9-5817
Jobbers Shell Oil Products
Mowers and Roto Tillers
Western Auto

PL 3-3864

DEPARTMENT STORES
Lerman's

PAINT STORES
PL 3-3080

Tidwell Paint Store

PL 3-1247

PRINTING
DRUG STORES
Scott Drugs ..

PL 3-1916

Ledger & Times

PL 3-2547

RESTAURANTS
Southside Restaurant .. PL 3-3892

FURNITURE STORES
Morgan's Turn. Mart

PL 3-2403
PL 3-4953

Triangle Inn

GROCERY STORES
SERVICE

STATIONS

Walston-Young Tex.

PL 3-2810

HARDWARE STORES
DA?uglass Hdw., cor. 4th & Main Whiteway Servsce Sta. PL 3-9121
Starks Hdw.

PL 3-1227

TYPEWRITER RENTAL
AND SERVICE

INSURANCE

Frazee, Melugin & Holton
Gen. Insurance
PL 3-3415 Ledger & Times

JEBBELRY
Mtirray Jewelry .... PL 3-1808
Next to Varsity

LADIES READY TO WEAR

IN ((al
YU

Bell's TV & Ref. Ser. PL 3-3515

VARIETY STORES
PL 3-3597
Dollar Store
Opposite Varsity Theatre

?

Where:

au MITIE

AMIN

Ph 3-4623

•

. Pt. 3-1916

TV SALES & SERVICE

runches Jewelry .... PL 3-2835
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3:05, 5:06,
and 9:08.
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DON'T MISS SEEING THE NEW
1961 World Book Encyclopedia and
Childcraft! Would be happy to
show you! Please phone PL 3-1329.
m28p

FOR RENT
5 ROOM MODERN HOME, Newly
decorated, full basement, electric
heat. $80 per month or by lease.
Phone PL 3-2335 for appointment.
m27c

FURNISHED APARTMENT WITH
private entrance. Private bath. See
Fred McClure at 300 Woodlawn.
ni27p

NEW UNFURNISHED Apartment
with electric heat. Couple only.
ltc
16081 W. Main.

Green Creek News

Owens Food Market PL 3-4682
Free Delivery Service

DAY1

1953 FORD STATION WAGO , 4door, 3-seater, 9 - passenger, V-8,
overdrive, and Ky. 1961 license.
Lampkins Motor Sales, phone PL
NEW THREE BEDROOM BRICK
ltc COMMERCIAL AND RESIDEN3-4913, 2nd and Main.
house on South 19th street extial built-up roofing. Free estitended by owner. Living room BABY PARAKEETS. ALL Colors. mates. References. Call collect.
panelled in mahogany. Utility See at 503 Olive or phone PL 3- Klapp Roofing a n d Sheetmetal,
tf 1246.
room. Phone PL 3-3632.
m28p Mayfield, Khntue_ky, CHapel 73816.
inarch29c
WRINGER
WASHING MACHINE,
type, and aluminum and enamel 1953 CHEVROLET, 2-DOOR SeTHOMAS TV AND Pi h-CTRICAL
tubs. In good condition. Contact dan, straight shift, mechanically
Service is now open a 411 South
Mrs. Leon Hendricks, 101 Main St. A-1, private owner, reasonable. See
m25p at 304 South 4th after noon Satur- 4th Street. Phone PLaza 3-1968.
Hazel.
rn25c
day and after 5 p.m, weekdays.
ABOUT 35 ACRES OF GOOD land
m28p
on Outland School road. See or call
NOW OPEN. JACKIE'S BEAUTY
Mrs. Clifton Parker, PLaza 3-4530. 3
BOYS SUITS, 1 SIZE 10, 2 size Shop, route five, Murray. One mile
m25p
southeast of Locust Grove Church,
8. All linen. Phone PL 3-5881.
m2.8c two miles northwest of New Prov200 BALES OF HAY, 8 BARREL
idence. Opening specials through
of corn, coonfoot harrow, 1 rastus
plow, rubber hire farm wagon, es- BY OWNER. NEW 3-BEDROOM April: Regular $6.00 permanent
tate of Toy Falwell, B. H. Elkins, brick with two baths, (both colored now $5.00, $8.00 now $6.50, $10
administrator. Phone ID 6-3427.
fixtures>, large living room, entry now $8.00. Open week days, nights
m25p hall with closet, dining room with by appointment. Telephone PLaza
tu25c
built-in china cabinet and book- 3-2693 for appointment.
BY OWNER. NICE 3 BEDROOM
shelves.
Lots
of
built-ins,
garbage
brick home with stone front, gardisposal, range fan in kitchen.
age, utility, large bath. Located 2
Complete with landscaping, paved
blocks from college. See at 1615
diiveway, aluminum storm doors
Ryan Avenue or call PLaza 3-5643.
and windows. Priced to sell. For
1957 CHEVROLET STATION Wag- appointment call PL 3-1385 or see
cri25p
on, V-8, Power-glide, power brakes at 500 Whitnell.
and power steering with Ky. license. Lampkins Motor Sales, 2nd and
ltc 37-FOOT PRAIRIE SCHOONER in
Main, phone PL 3-4913.
good condition. Only $995 00. Also
28-foot metal trailer $850.00. Call
CH 7-9066, MastTield or see Earl
Mathews, across from the Pipeline
Well spring is officially here but Service Station on the Paducah
Road, Mayfield.
m25c
you can't tell it by looking out at

FOR EALE

I,
I Ill
.
!!

the water and mud but we a r e
thankful it isn't snowing.
Mr. Charley Culp was here this
morning and said Mrs. Lela wasn't
doing much good. Can use her left
arm a little better.
Mr. and Mrs. Houston Miller were
in Murray Saturday morning to see
Vera .Milles who was in the hospital but was dismissed while they
were there.
Dee.St. John, Mr. and Mrs. Houston Miller went to Hazel to see
Mrs. Mattie St. John, their mother.
Sunday afternoon. Others visiting
here were: Mr. and Mrs. Cuthbert
St. John, ,Herman Edwards Mrs. Dorothy Oliver, Mrs. Fannie Lamb and
Mr. and Mrs. Leaman Nix.
Not any gardening done around
here and won't be soon if it doesn't
quit raining.
Sorry to 1 ear n that Mrs. Lon
White was in the hospital also Shirley Nix. Hope both are able to be
Out soon.
Mr. and Mrs. Torn Gordon's sons,
Herbert and Sonny, visited them
the past week.
They are adding some new Sunday School rooms to the church at
Green Plain.
Mr. Charley Cuip's brother and
slater from Benton, were Sunday
afternoon visitors of the Culps.
Well people want be lonely for
a while as the candidates are beinning to ride.
Bulldog

TODAYS SPECIAL; NICE Building lot, 120x122 ft. Paved street,
city water, good location, near
school and grocery. Must sell, give
us a bid.
NICE FOUR BEDROOM HOME,
extra large living room, nice kitchen and dining room, two baths,
large utility. Plastered throughout.
On 30 acres of good level land.
Only about 11 miles out and a
bargain.
GALLOWAY Insurance and Real
Estate Agency, Murray, Kentucky.
Phone PL 3-5842.
•m27c

WORK AFTEt A WEDDINGLSIr Laurence Olivier, 54, and his
bride, Joan Plowright, 31, end their day together in New York
after their marriage in Wilton, Conn. A justice of the peace
performed the serernony and the couple hurried back to
Broadway for evening performances of shows in which they
appear. Olivier was recently divorced by his second wife, atvien Leigh. The marriage Is Miss Plowright's second.'
—e
---

A THREATENING TELEPHONE GALL 'Pratzles Rex Harrison
when his hysterical wife, played by Doris Day, hangs up on the
mysterious caller before he can listen. Scene is from "Midnight
Lace," susPense drama in color starring Miss Day, Harrison
and John Gavin starting Sunday at the Varsity Theatre,

Answer to Yesterday.* Puxxit

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1- Doctrine
4-Tropical tree
3-Nods
12-Brown kiwi
13-Genus of
olives
14-Landed
' 15-Supplication
17-Genus of
frogs
13-Comfort
19-Like better
21'Social
gathering
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24-Teutonic
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25-Telling
29- Anglo-Saxon
money
30-Having woe
31-Born
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remember
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41-Ocean
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50-Remunerates
51-Finish
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6-Allow
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11-Heavenly
body
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12-Subtle
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13-Gull-like
birds
25-Drop of rain
26- A ugmen t
27-Seines
28-Adventure
30-Paradise
33- Foreigners
34-Irish
middle-class
man
36- Flowerless
plan
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1 SIMMONS BEAUTY REST Mattress, practically new. Phone PL 33180.
m27c

WANTED

I

DIRT. APPROXIMATELY 2500 yd.
Will move really cheap for the dirt.
Contact Loren Jones, Black Oak
Apartment, Paducah, phone 4433090.
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LET'S GO OVER YORE SUPPER
[
ORDER TO SEE EFAH GOT IT RIGHT:`ICY WISHES JAM,MARSHMALLOW
PIE, CHOCLIT CAKE,WHIPPED -CREAM AN'CHERRY PUDDIN".r.:1)
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Sign of a Gracious Home,
W.r.ousht iron ornamentation of the

•

IEZ TRACE"

leone somehow
was playing a
nurderous game
with her love
and her
+ .\ sanity!

entrance keynotes the warm hospitality and gracious living within the
honic. Many distinctive designs,

MURRAY MACHINE
Indostr al

Si

TOOL CO.
Pt. 11-3474

Road

41)

NANCY
IRISHMA1eS3SACX —Fun and
rum loving Brendan Behan
pours tea In New York to

SPECIAL coUPON OFFER
AN 8x10

demonstrate that he's "on
the wagon" again. Behan
back in the U.S. for some

---AND
NOW THE
NEWS

personal appearance., including New York's St. Patrick's
Day Parade.

by Envie Busbnilllar
THIS IS
THAT HICK
TELEVISION
STATION --IT'S REAL
SMALL-TIME

YE AH
I HEAR
THEY OPERATE
ON A VERY
LOW BUDGET

FLASH--- A
LAST- MINUTE
NEWS REPORT
JUST CAME
INj
-
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BUST PORTRAIT
for 990
- or a -

I
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16x20 LIFESIZE
51.in MI gat1517
.....

for $1.89

IMAGINE THAT YOKEL
:
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1
TRYING TO GET TO ALFRIEDA
VAN ASSET, THE RICHEST
e
DAME IN NE WORLD;
1•t,
I a/Mr
NM 11•M1
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Your sclt.clitm of proofs, one sperinl
per person, two per family. Ci`foups

7 p.m.

come
Tuesday,

HER CASTLE

KEEP 'NE PAPER COMIN" OUT,
HONEY--sTIL I GETS BACK WITH
TNE BACON! BEST SET IN AN
EXTRA ROLL 0'PAPER T'HANOLE
THE REQUESTS WE'RE BOUND
T'GET.

- Otte Day Only
to

MURRAY NATIONAL HOTEL
•

I $T1LL HAVE SCARS TO SHOW
FROM MY UNSUCCESF1.11_ EFFCRTS
TO GET BAST THE FIRST BARREOWIRE ENCLOSURE AROUND

.

$1.00 'each extra 'person..
ALL
WELCOMPs•
Hours 12 to

by Raaburn Van Buren

ABBIE AN' SLATS

BUST PORTRAIT

March

28, 1961
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• Actor Steve
I
SANDS
Cochran, 39, and the former
Reddy Jensen, 19, Copenhagen,Denmark,look pleased
after their marriage-at The
Sands Hotel In Las Vegas,
Nev. They met three months
before, just two months
after her arrival In the U.S.

tow*
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Mrs. J. B. Wilson
Presents Program

•

Ticking Is
Clicking In
Sportswear

Pageant Presented
By Young People
At Family Service

e•

Murray Hospital

2, Puryear, Tenn.; Alvin C. Burton,
Route 6, Muz ray; Mrs. Trellis McCuiston, 505 North 6th.; Mrs. A.
Brooks Shackleford, New Concord;
Willard Jones, Route 1, Hardin;
Mrs. Jesse Tucker, 304 North 12th.;
Mrs. Charles Rob Darnell, Route 1;
Mrs. Lois 1vfeReynoldi,"4011 South
8th.; Mrs. Lilburn Paschall, Route
1, Hazel; Mrs. Lennis Ward, 214
Woodlawn; Mrs. Darrell Johnson
and baby girl, Route 5; Roger Dale
Harrell, Route 3, Benton.
Patients dismissed from Monday
9:00 a.m. to Wednesday 9:00 a.m.

Census - Adult ........._....... 63
The Brooks Cross Circle of the
Census - Nursey
...... 8
Woman's Society of Christian ServAdult Beds
i
65
ice of the First Methodist Chorch
Emergency Bedli .........
2
met, in the social'hall on Tuesday
Patients admitted
2
evening.
Patients dismissed
.
0
Mrs. J. B. Wilson presented the
New Citizens .
1
program on the theme, "Lent."
Patients admitted fro m Monday
devotion
was
given
by
Mrs.
The
UPI Women's Editor
9:00 a.m. to Wednesday 9:00 a.m.
Violet Speight.
BY GAY PAULEY
Mrs. Loyd Beane, 403 South
The chairman, Mrs. Donald HunDALLAS, Tex. 11111 — Ticking 12th.; Mrs. Cordis McKinney, Conter. presided at the meeting.
is tlicking in sportswear from cord Road; Mrs. Burley Kirks, 310
During the social hour refresh- southwestern manufacturers.
North 5th.; Mrs. Miriam E. White,
Toy Garland, Route 5; Mrs. J. W.
ments were served by the hostesBox 55, College Stn.; Mrs. John Mathis, Rt. 1, Hardin; Miss CaroThe old-fashioned fabric with Gibbs,
ses, Mrs. William T. Doss and Mrs.
Route 4; Mrs. Fannie Jane lyn Lax, Rt. 1, Puryear, Tenn.;
its sturdy weave comes in several Futrell, Sycamore St.;
W. B. Graves.
"From Darkness To Light was
Ruel Clark, Mrs. Core -Langston (Expired) Mur• • • •
modern guises in spring and sum- Box 27, Hazel; Luther Fisk,
the title of the pageant presented
Farm- ray Rest Home; Mr. Othel Tucker
mer collections including shorts, ington;
by the young people at the Family
Timothy Earl Barnett, 304 Expired) Route 2, Kirksey; Mrs.
skirt-length culottes and sunback South 11th.; Keith
Night Service at the College PresDale Barnett, Nettie Herndon, Route 2, Puryear, Gold and cabochon stones comdresses.
304 South 11th.; David Michael Tenn.; Mr. William Alonzo For- bine in necklace, earrings and
byterian Church on Wednesday
Ticking is one of several Boyd, Route 1,
evening.
Hickory; Allen Mc- rest. Rt. 6; Miss Ellen Morgan, bracelet. Pendant effect on brace"country" fabrics starring in ac- Cuiston, N e w
Concord; Cynthia 1931 Jefferson, Paducah; Mrs. Wal- let. is spring news. These by
Mrs. Henry McKenzie wrote the
Mrs. Bob Billington was hostess tive sportswear and patio clothes.
Hodges,
602i
Main
St.; Johnny ter Owens and baby girl, Rt. 4; Trifari.
Lenten pageant and was assisted ,
I for the meeting of the Ruby Nell The others are denim, sack cloth,
by Mrs. Jack Belote in directing
Hardy Circle of the Woman's Mis- calico and bandana prints, prints Walker, Route 1; Mrs. Robert Key Mrs. Anita Dill, 413 Sycamore;
the program.
COAT COSTUMES
sionary Society of the First Baptist with country garden motifs of Overbey and baby girl, 208 South Mrs. Rena Bumphis, 300 North
Nicholas Terhune was the reader
, Church held on Tuesday evening flowers and vegetables, and ging- 13th.; Mrs. Lela Quertermous, 1310 2nd.; Mrs Larry Cunningham and
Dress-plus-coat vies with dressand Misses Jerri Johnson a n
at 7:30 at her home on the May- ham. Old-fashioned tatting appears Olive; Leonard Ray Barrow, Route baby boy, Rt. 3, Benton; Mrs. Morplus-jacket for spring popularity.
Jeanie Steytler were the piano '•
1,
ris
Dunn
and
baby
boy,
Route
- - -field Road.
in new machine-made edgings on
companists. Vocal solos were sus .
"Home Missions" was the theme drestes and active sports clothes. the shoulders with narrow bands Dexter; Master Jackie Wadkins, Rt. Newest fashion approach is
by Misses Jerri Johnson and Jen- ,
2, Hazel; Mrs. Edwardine Ross, combine two or more colors, or
program
presented
with
of the
Woven seersucker also reap- or spaghetti strings of fabric.
print and sulid.
Me Johnson.
Colors were those traditionally 1633 Walnut St., Benton
Mrs. Billington as the leader. pears and it is a rare firm in
A violin solo was played by Miss
Others taking part were Mrs. Bill these parts which does not feature favored in hot weather-white,
Beverly Goode and a clarinet si-ls
Lee, Mrs..Dan Shipley. Mrs. Jerry synthetics which simulate voile beige, sand, the pastel pinks, blues
was by Miss Marian Belote.
and yellows, plus the sea and coral
Wilson, and Mrs. Thomas Carru- and batiste.
Jennie Johnson and Jeannie Stesitones.
thers. Mrs. George Moody is the
Annual Style Show
coma
fli
te
duet.
A
trio
ler played
Pants-and they're plentiful
advisor to the circle.
Today marked the start of the
posed of Jennie. flute Jeannie. i
Refreshments were served by annual style shows held for vistt- this sportswear market-seem to ,
piano, and Jerri, soprano. was
the hostess to the eight persons ing reporters by the Dallas Fash- be growing longer. The new shorts
played.
present.
ion Manufacturers Center, repre- length is to the knee and new
Others appearing on the program
The April meeting will be held senting 22 firms or the bulk of , play clothes pants reach to the
were Miss Elizabeth Woods. David
calf. One manufacturer launched
in the home of Mrs. Dan Shipley. i the sportswear industry here.
• • • •
Williams, Leroy Bradfield. Buddy
for your Drug, Prescription and Sundry Needs
The silhouette shapes up as one pants in adjustable lengths, conLarson. and James Saxon. Four
of slenderness generally, and even trolled by means of a button-tab
anthem sumbers were sung by the
when the skirts are full, the waist- at the inside of the cuff.
WE WILL BE CLOSED from
Youth Fllowship Choir.
And, bloomers returned for tot
line is cinched in. There were
11:00
a.m. to 1:00 p.m. for Church Hour
more of the slirai tubes and sheath and teen-ager play and beach
Preceding the program a potluck
Reid Ward celebrated his 5th
fashions.
any
other-this
dresses
that's
type
supper was served with the Jessie
birthday. March 23, with a party
is the silhouette favored by Mrs.
Ludwick Circle in charge of the
given by his mother. Mrs. Barbara
John F. Kennedy.
arrangements.
Ward.
• • • •
But the Dallas manufacturers
Games were played with a prize
Idecided•Onore against than Scar Mrs.
easter egg being given to es ery e
1. SINGLE KEY SETS COLUMNS
Kennedy's sleeveless dress look.
& INDENTS!
at the conclusion. Horns were Sleeves to the elbow or longer
MISS JORETTA FOX
given to each also.
2. 2-COLOR RIBBON & STENCIL
showed on most street dresses.
Cake and punch were served to
CONTROL!
The waistline generally is placMr. and Mrs. Lee Warren Fox attending Murray State College, the following: Tony Boone, Mark
3. ERASURE TABLE ON
position, although
normal
at
the
ed
CYLINDER!
announce the engagement and ap- where she is a senior business Thurman. Johnny and Lynn He4. REMOVABLE TOP COVER!
The home of Mrs. F E. Craw- , proaching marriage of their daugh- major, a member of Alpha Sigma witt, David Gore, Gary Buchanan, in some junior styles, it is a couple
5. CALIBRATED SCALE ON PAPER
ford on Main Street was the scene ter. Joretta, to John Walter Ran- Alpha. national social sorority, and Bryan Warner, Reid and Laura of inches higher. All manufacturBAIL!
of the meeting of Circle H of the dolph. son of Mr. alilus Randolph a member of the Baptist Student Hutson, Neal and Reid Ward, Gina ers included some middy and
8. CALIBRATED PAPER
other over-blouse silhouettes in
Woman's Society of Christian Ser- and the late Mrs. 'Milus Randolph Union.
TABLE!
Starks and Gay Miller.
their collections.
7. CARD & WRITING LINE
vice of the First Methodist Church of Route 5. Cadiz. Kentucky.
Mr. Randolph graduated from
Mrs. Buddy Hewitt assisted in
SCALE!
Necklines
Looking
Cool
held on Tuesday afternoon at 2-301 Miss Fox is a 1957 graduate of Trigg County High School in the giving the party.
8. ADJUSTABLE PAPER EDGE
GUIDE'
Necklines usually were collar• • • •
with Mrs. L. R. Putnam as the Murray High School. She is now class of 1955. He received his B.S.
9. VARIABLE LINE SPACER!
looking. Sundresses
cool
and
portable
under
less
any
8100"
on
assembled
before
never
cohosteas.
MurDegree in Agriculture from
10. CARRIAGE CENTERING
came with halter necklines riding
LOCK1
Mrs. G. B. Scott was the sere
ray State College in June, 1959.
11. TOUCH REGULATOR!
to a deep U or
front,
cut
in
high
Celandai
ocial
speaker She gave an inspirs
Mr. Randolph is a member of Al12. LIGHTER WEIGHT!
V in the back, or strapped across
review of the book. "The;
pha Tau Omega, national social
Easter- by Marshall.
Monday. MIMI 27th
fraternity. After serving in the
The devotion was given hr Mrs.
The American Legion Auxiliary
United States Army for six months
Keys Futrell on the third chapter SI
he attended the University of Ken- will meet at the home of Mrs.
of Revelation. The chairman. Mrs.
tucky. lie is presently teaching Ethel Key at 700 p.m. Community
A. II' Doran. conducted the business LI
vocational agriculture at Sacra- Service will be the subject of the
program. Mrs. Lester Nanny is
mento, Kentucky.
Mrs Crawford and Mrs Putnam r
community service chairman. Mrs.
A June wedding is being plan- Peter Kuhn and Mrs. Mildred Barserved refreshments in the Faster
ned.
motif to the twenty-three memnett will be cohostesses.
• • • •
• • • •
Furs in a variety of pelts, silbers and two ruests. Mrs Scott
houettes and lengths are more
Saturday. March 25th
and Mrs. J B Wilson.
• • • •
thzn just the dictates of fashThe Alpha Department of the
ion for spring. They are designed
Murray Woman's Club will hold
with an eye to wearing comfort as
luncheon meeting at the club house
well as elegance.
at 12 o'clock. Mrs. A. F. Doran,
legislative chairman of the general
Dramatic, or small and versaLynn
meeting
of
the
The
March
present the program on
A dinner-dance was held at the tile, are scarves. ascots. mile long Grove Homemakers Club was held club, will
stoles. but the newest
the constitution and by-laws of
Kenlake Hotel on Thursd'ay even-' boas and
Thomas
L.
of
Mrs.
pieces in in the home
the Woman's Club.
irg at seven ("rick by the Zeta! trend is for short fur
• • • •
boleros and jackets, for day Armstrong.
: Department of the Murray Wo- capes,
"Refinishing Old and N
cr evening wear.
Monday, March 27th
man's Club.
Little formal jackets and capes ture Frames- was the subject of
Murray Star chapter No. 433
The tables ss-ere adorned with
smaller stoles with the major project lesson presentd Order of the Eastern Star will
arrangements of sfil'ineflower in- Or thug-me"
CochEunice
leaders,
Mrs.
the
by
ca3e1et backs are ideal for slirn
hold a spring rummage sale in the
cluding jonquils and forsythia
full skirts. Jackets are seen in rum and Mrs. Sylvia Miller.
old location of Judy's Beauty Shop
f.anked by green and white tapers. I or
in
charChester
Myers
was
Mrs.
.lengths because many
People's Bank Building.
Following the delicious dinner' different
ge of the devotion. Her scripture in the
• • • •
y believe
designers
dancing was enjoyed by the croup.
Matthew
taken
from
reading
was
1101
woman should be able to select a
Tuesday. March 29
Mrs. John T Irvan. Mrs Haron•
71-5.
suited length
best
in
the
jacket
Star
chapter
No.
433
Murray
'West. Mrs. Conrad Jones. Mrs.
Mrs. Mary Rowland presented Order of the Eastern Star will
her own particular way of
Alfred Lindsey. Mrs Joe 13 Little- i to fit
the gardening notes. Mrs. Max meet at the Masonic Hall at 7:30
tan. anti Mrs. Haw r' Titsworth
Furs in color — natural or new- Smotherman, president, presided p.m.
evening.
- •
were t- hostesses
April 17
• • • •
ly dyed — offer a wider selection over the business session.
V411.13AM 6. FARasworu
the
, of . peltry than ever before. In was announced as the date for
The women of St. John's Episfor the
-4.
the natural furs. of coome. there district meeting. Lessons
copal Church will meet with Mrs.
sable coming year were discussed.
are-mink, ermine.
Silk and nylon stretch fabric is
William Gartman at 10 a.m.
to
the
were
served
Refreshments
'
•
•
o
•
and fox.
news in a sheath with deepPAY"T
"
and three guests,
amoga°1
TirYK is seven members
Natural Alaska Sar
The Jane McNeely Circle of the plunging back. It can be worn
Virgil
Tarry.
Mrs.
Woodrow
Mrs.
•-••
sheared to achieve a pat'sl amber
Memorial Baptist Church will with an overblouse or with the
.••••
color with lustre. Of -he dyed Lassiter. and Mrs. Merl Baker. Mrs. meet at 9:30 am, at the home of tie-on skirt of silk print. By
became
I furs, black or mocha dycsi South- Tarry and Mrs. Lassiter
a—
Mrs. Ralph Case 1615 College Adele Simpson. it's in Einiger
west African Persian lamb and new members.
dupioni silk and Helanca nylon.
Farm Road.
held
will
be
meeting
The April
white or beige American broadtail
• in the home of Mrs. Mary Roware among the newest ',irking.
Generally speaking. the fsr.sol- land.
• • • •
lections stress fors for utmost
so
furs
charm,
lasting
and
luxury
. durable in their desism 'hat they
will , not be limited Is n single
aeason, but will go on throughout
, the year. looking aways pretty.
' flattering and surely cher,..hed by
Mrs. Ben B. Keys entertained
by the wearer.
Open a checking account with us and be assured
the Magazine Club at the home of
Mrs. E. S. Diuguid. Jr.. on Thursof additional safety for your funds! In a matter of.
day afternoon at 2:30.
moments we will imprint your name on your checks
. The speaker lor_the_ _ meeting
and make them unmistakably yours. What's more,
was Mrs. E. C. Parker who gave
I a review of the recent book pubeach check is printed on special safety paper and
and relax, visit with your frilished of tht. biography Of Jacqueends and neighbors. chances
is ninon, against fraudulent alteration. Imprinted,
disParker
Kennedy.
Mrs.
line
are same of them y4,11 be here.
American
the
insured checks are today's answer to crooks who
cussed the dirties of
!First Lady who is being observed
might otherwise have opportunity to falsify payee
-:- LOTS OF WASHERS
by everyone in each thing she
amount lines without immediate detection.
PLENTY OF DRYERS
and
I does. In the biography Mrs. Ken!'
BARRELS OF HOT
Yet these new checks are economical ...ordinary
nerly 'Sys she is determined tokkir
dedicated to the president fm his
SOFT WATER
checks are obsolete by comparison.
position for the United States.
Drop in and open your checking account now.
Mrs. Parker was introduced by
°iterated Laundrette ,
Secure added safety for your funds with imprinted,
the program chairman, Mrs. Edwin
Larson. who also distributed_the
insured checks- Get yours today
%sooty;
G
.
I
yearbooks she had made and discussed the coming monthly meetings.
•,
Ph. PL 3-9181
The president', Miss Capple
OartitES
207 So. 7th
Beale, presided.
We Are Also a Pickup Statqm
The Diuguid home was attractFor
.
4 1..„
ively ett.enraten in the club' colors
of lavender and white with arHe's hoping her purse holds enough for ice cream. Both share
Tall s;.h-,L,dte, a spring hat fav- rangements of snapdragons, )(mgood fashion, the young man in tailohd coat and matching hat,
Irrit
49:
11
orite, is shown here in a high, oults, and hyacinths used at vantTHE BEST IN DRY\ISIVANING
the young lady in coat with Peter Pan collar, raglan sl
deserved
organdy
Keys
-traw
with
Mrs.
high
hat
of
points.
age
as
at
Same Prices and SpecIals
gathered at wrist, and yoked front. Coats, in American woolens:
trim. By Irene: the fragrance ac- lightful refreshments to those pre/Ameba FDIC
the 4th Street Store!
Chips kr Twiggs, Helen Lee.
cent is Red Lilac by Llmtheric. sent

0,
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Fox-Randolph Engagement

Mrs. Billington Is
Hostess For Ruby
Nell Hardy Circle

HOLLAND DRUG
Will Be Open This Sunday

Resd Ward Honored
At Birthday Party

WE HAVE IV.

Circli II Of W.SCS
Meets In The Home
Of Mrs. Crawford

:MONARCH
PORTABLE BY

REMINGTON

Gives You 12 EXTRA FEATURES

S

... Comfort Too,
lares Plans
or New Furs

OUR
PRICE
ONLY

see Greene Wilson
at Ledger & Times
Office Supply Department

Lynn Grove Club
Has Regular Meet
At Armstrong Home

Dinner-Dance Held
By Zeta Department

$8995

Dial PLaza 3-1916

our
name
here

Insured
- against
alteratiRs

DON'T LOOK
LIKE THIS

1

NOW.' Enjoy the
safety features of INSURED,,
personally IMPRINTED checks

Mrs. Ben B. Keys
Entertains Club
At Diuguid Home

'PUT YOUR DUDS
IN OUR SUDS'

muitriA)
coin

oRitaxm.

E

One Hour Martinizing
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